Basic Calculations

1. Basic Calculations

- **Clearing a Single Number**: To clear a single number, press **AC**.
- **Clearing the Entire Memory**: To clear all numbers in memory, press **AC**.
- **Clearing a Number in Memory**: To clear a specific number in memory, press **M** followed by **CL**.
- **Clearing All Memory**: To clear all memory contents, press **AC** or **ON**.

2. Clearing the Input Table

- **Clearing the Input Table**: To clear the input table, press **AC** or **ON**.
- **Clearing a Specific Data in the Input Table**: To clear a specific data in the input table, press **AC** followed by the number of the data to be cleared.

3. Setting a Table

- **Setting a Table**: To set a table, press **DT** (Data Table) followed by the number of the table to be set.
- **Clearing the Set Table**: To clear the set table, press **AC** or **ON**.
- **Clearing an Individual Data in the Table**: To clear an individual data in the table, press **AC** followed by the number of the cell to be cleared.

4. Coordinate Conversions

- **Coordinate Conversions**: To convert between rectangular and polar coordinates, press **Shift** followed by **Pol** (Polar) or **Rec** (Rectangular).

5. Scientific Calculations

- **Scientific Calculations**: To perform scientific calculations, press **Shift** followed by the appropriate function key.

6. Statistical Calculations

- **Statistical Calculations**: To perform statistical calculations, press **Shift** followed by **Stat** (Statistics).